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iEMATE No. 777
[Substituted by amendment by the Senate (Graham) for House Bill No. 3020.]

®l;i‘ (Emununuiu'alth of fHaaoarhuai'lto

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Three.

An Act further regulating the number of stop lights re-
quired ON MOTOR VEHICLES.

1 Whereas, The deferred operation of this act would tend to
2 defeat its purpose, which is, in part, to immediately provide
3 that only one suitable stop light shall be required on motor
4 vehicles, therefore it is hereby declared to be an emergency
5 law, necessary for the immediate preservation of the public
6 convenience.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as
follows:

1 The first paragraph of section 7of chapter 90 of the Gen-
-2 eral Laws is hereby amended by striking out the seventh
3 sentence, as most recently amended by section 1 of chapter
4 709 of the acts of 1962, and inserting in place thereof the
5 following sentences: —■ “Every motor vehicle and trailer so
6 operated shall be equipped with two rear lamps mounted
7 one at each side of the rear of the vehicle so as to show two
8 red lights from behind and a white light so arranged as to
9 illuminate and not obscure the rear number plate and shall be

10 equipped with two stop lamps mounted and displayed in a
11 like manner of a type complying with minimum standards
12 for construction and performance as the registrar may pre-
-13 scribe, except that a two-wheeled motorcycle, antique motor
14 cars so registered, and all vehicles manufactured prior to
15 January 1, 1963 need be equipped with but one such rear red
16 light and one such stop light in addition to the number plate
17 illuminator, and except that a trailer of gross weight of 3,000
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18 pounds or less which does not obscure the required lights of
19 the towing vehicle need be equipped with but one such rear
20 red light and one white light so arranged as to illuminate and
21 not obscure the rear number plate.”


